Classification of Microcalcification in Digital Mammogram using Stochastic Neighbor Embedding and KNN Classifier
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ABSTRACT
Breast cancer has become a common health problem in developed and developing countries during the last decades and also the leading cause of mortality in women each year. Mammogram is a special x-ray examination of the breast made with specific x-ray equipment that can often find tumors too small to be felt. In this paper, the classification of microcalcification in digital mammogram is achieved by using Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (SNE) for reducing high dimensionality data into relatively low dimensional data and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Classifier. This system classifies the mammogram images into normal or abnormal, and the abnormal severity into benign or malignant. Mammography Image Analysis society (MIAS) database is used to evaluate the proposed system. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed method can provide better classification rate.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today breast cancer is the most frequent form of cancer in women above 40. The World Health Organization’s International Agency for Research on Cancer estimates that more than 150,000 women worldwide die of breast cancer each year. A computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system for the automatic detection of clustered microcalcifications in digitized mammograms is presented in [1]. It consists of two main steps. First, potential microcalcification pixels in the mammograms are segmented out by using mixed features consisting of wavelet features and gray level statistical features, and labeled into potential individual microcalcification objects by their spatial connectivity. Second, individual microcalcifications are detected by using a set of 31 features extracted from the potential individual microcalcification objects.

A computerized scheme for detecting early-stage microcalcification clusters in mammograms is proposed [2]. It developed a novel filter bank based on the concept of the Hessian matrix for classifying nodular structures and linear structures. The mammogram images were decomposed into several sub images for second difference at scales from 1 to 4 by this filter bank. The sub images for the nodular component (NC) and the sub images for the nodular and linear component (NLC) were then obtained from analysis of the Hessian matrix.

A computer aided decision support system for an automated diagnosis and classification of breast tumor using mammogram is presented in [3]. It differentiates two breast diseases namely benign masses and malignant tumors. From the preprocessed mammogram image, texture and shape features are extracted. The optimal features can be extracted by using a feature selection scheme based on the Multi Objectives Genetic Algorithm (MOGA).

A new method of feature extraction from Wavelet coefficients for classification of digital mammograms is proposed in [4]. A matrix is constructed by putting Wavelet coefficients of each image of a building set as a row vector. It consists then on selecting by threshold, the columns which will maximize the Euclidian distances between the different class representatives. The selected columns are then used as features for classification. A novel methodology for the classification of suspicious areas in digital mammograms is presented in [5]. It is based on the fusion of clustered sub classes with various intelligent classifiers. A number of classifiers have been incorporated into the methodology and evaluated on the well known benchmark digital database of screening mammography ( DDSM).

A novel opposition-based classifier has been developed [8] which classifies breast masses into benign and malignant categories. An MLP network with a novel learning rule, called Opposite Weighted Back Propagation (OWBP), has been utilized as the classifier. The features include circularity, Zernike moments, contrast, average gray level, NRL derivatives and SP. It evaluated the classifier has been trained with both traditional BP and OWBP learning rules.

The fractal modeling of the mammographic images and their background morphology is presented in [9]. For fractal modeling, the original image is first segmented into appropriate fractal boxes followed by identifying the fractal dimension of each windowed section. Then used two dimensional box counting algorithm after which based on the
order of the computations; they are placed in an appropriate matrix to facilitate the required computations. Finally using eight features identified as characteristic features of tumors extracted from mammogram images.

A novel semi-supervised k-means clustering is proposed for outlier detection in mammogram classification is proposed in [10]. The shape features are extracted from the digital mammograms, and k-means clustering is applied to cluster the features, the number of clusters is equal with the number of classes. A novel Genetic Association Rule Miner (GARM) is applied with this reduced feature set to construct the association rules for classification. The performance is analyzed with rough set using Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis.

Texture analysis based on curvelet transform for the classification of mammogram tissues is presented in [11]. The most discriminative texture features of regions of interest are extracted. Then, a nearest neighbor classifier based on Euclidian distance is constructed. The obtained results calculated using 5-fold cross validation. The approach consists of two steps, detecting the abnormalities and then classifies the abnormalities into benign and malignant tumors.

A new classification approach using Support Vector Machines (SVM) for detection of microcalcification clusters in digital mammograms is proposed in [12]. Classifying data is a common task in machine learning. The MC (Microcalcification) detection is formulated as a supervised learning problem and apply SVM as a classifier to determine at each pixel location in the mammogram if the MC is present or not.

In this paper, an automatic classification of microcalcification in digital mammograms based on SNE and KNN classifier is presented. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The methodologies and proposed method used for the proposed system is described in sections 3 and 4. The experimental results are given in section 5.

2. METHODOLOGY

The proposed system for the classification of microcalcification in digital mammograms is built based on SNE and by applying KNN for building the classifiers. In this following section the theoretical background of all the approaches are introduced.

2.1 Stochastic Neighbor Embedding

SNE is a probabilistic approach to the task of placing objects, described by high-dimensional vectors or by pair-wise dissimilarities, in a low-dimensional space in a way that preserves neighbor identities. A Gaussian is centered on each object in the high-dimensional space and the densities under this Gaussian (or the given dissimilarities) are used to define a probability distribution over all the potential neighbors of the object. The aim of the embedding is to approximate this probability distribution over all the potential neighbors of the object in the high-dimensional space in a way that preserves neighbor identities. A Gaussian is centered on each object in the high-dimensional space.

The dissimilarities, \( d_{ij} \), may be given as part of the problem definition (and need not be symmetric), or they may be computed using the scaled squared Euclidean distance (“affinity”) between two high-dimensional points, \( X_i; \ X_j \):

\[
 d_{ij} = \frac{||X_i - X_j||^2}{2\sigma_i^2} \quad (2)
\]

where \( \sigma_i \) is either set by hand or found by a binary search for the value of \( \sigma_i \) that makes the entropy of the distribution over neighbors equal to \( \log k \). Here, \( k \) is the effective number of local neighbors or “perplexity” and is chosen by hand.

The low-dimensional space, the Gaussian neighborhoods are used with a fixed variance so the induced probability \( q_{ij} \) that point \( i \) picks point \( j \) as its neighbor is a function of the low-dimensional images \( y_i \) of all the objects and is given by the expression

\[
 q_{ij} = \frac{\exp(-||y_i - y_j||^2)}{\sum_{k \neq i} \exp(-||y_i - y_k||^2)} \quad (3)
\]

The aim of the embedding is to match these two distributions as well as possible. This is achieved by minimizing a cost function which is a sum of Kullback-Leibler divergences between the original \( p_{ij} \) and induced \( q_{ij} \) distributions over neighbors for each object is given by

\[
 C = \sum_i \sum_j p_{ij} \log \frac{p_{ij}}{q_{ij}} = \sum_i KL(P_i || Q_i) \quad (4)
\]

The minimization of the cost function in Equation 4 is performed using gradient method. The gradient has the simple form as

\[
 \frac{\partial C}{\partial y_i} = 2 \sum_j (y_i - y_j) (p_{ij} - q_{ij}) = p_{ij} - q_{ij} \quad (5)
\]

The gradient descent is initialized by sampling map points randomly from an isotropic Gaussian with small variance that is center around the origin. For speed up the optimization and avoid been stuck in local optima, a momentum term is added to the gradient [4]. The current gradient is added to an exponentially decay sum of previous gradients in order to determine the changes in the coordinates of the map points at each iteration of gradient search. Mathematically, the gradient with a momentum term is given by [4]

\[
 y_i^{(t)} = y_i^{(t-1)} + \eta \left( y_i^{(t-1)} - y_i^{(t-2)} \right) \quad (6)
\]

Where \( y_i^{(t)} \) indicate the solution at iteration \( t \), \( \eta \) indicates the learning rate, and \( \alpha(t) \) represents the momentum at iteration \( t \). In the early stages of the optimization, after the each iteration, a random jitter is added to the map points. Then gradually reducing the variance of this noise performs a type of simulated annealing that helps the optimization to escape local minima in the cost function.

2.2 K-NN Classifier

The k-nearest neighbor algorithm (K-NN) is a method for classifying objects based on closest training examples in the feature space. K-NN is a type of instance-based learning where the function is only approximated locally and all
computation is deferred until classification. In K-NN, an object is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, with the object being assigned to the class most common amongst its k nearest neighbors (k is a positive integer, typically small). If k = 1, then the object is simply assigned to the class of its nearest neighbor. The neighbors are taken from a set of objects for which the correct classification is known. This can be thought of as the training set for the algorithm, though no explicit training step is required.

3. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed system for the classification of microcalcification in digital mammograms mainly consists of two different stages which include the feature extraction stage and classification stage. All the stages are explained in detail in the following sub sections.

3.1 Feature Extraction Stage
Feature extraction involves simplifying the amount of resources required to describe a large set of data accurately. Analysis with a large number of variables generally requires a large amount of memory and computation power or a classification algorithm which over fits the training sample and generalizes poorly to new samples. Feature extraction is a general term for methods of constructing combinations of the variables to get around these problems while still describing the data with sufficient accuracy. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of feature extraction stage of the proposed system based on SNE.

![Block diagram of feature extraction stage](image)

The well known microcalcification area in the MIAS mammogram images are given to the feature extraction stage. The known microcalcification area which was given by the MIAS database is separated from the whole image. The size of the extracted ROI is 256 x 256. This high dimensional data is reduced into a relatively low dimensional dataset by using SNE. This reduced dataset is initially tested with the trained KNN classifier which uses DATABASE-I. Table 1 shows the number of training and testing images used for the initial stage classifier.

![Table 1](image)

3.2 Classification Stage
Classification phase executes two phases. In the first one, the classifier is applied to classify mammograms into normal and abnormal cases. Then the mammogram is considered abnormal if it contains tumor (microcalcification).

Finally, the abnormal mammogram is classified into malignant or benign in the final stage. In this classification stage, KNN classifier in every phase is trained at specific number of training set in each category. The block diagram of the classification stage of the proposed system based on KNN classifier is shown in Figure 2.

![Block diagram of classification stage](image)

3.2.1 Initial Stage Classifier
In the initial stage classifier, the given unknown ROI from the digital mammogram image is tested for normal or abnormal category. The given high dimensional unknown ROI image is reduced into a relatively low dimensional dataset by using the SNE. This reduced dataset is initially tested with the trained KNN classifier which uses DATABASE-I. Table 1 shows the number of training and testing images used for the initial stage classifier.

![Table 2](image)

3.2.2 Final Stage Classifier
In the final stage classifier, the abnormal ROI image from the initial stage classifier is further classified into Benign or Malignant. The reduced dataset of unknown ROI image is again tested with the trained KNN classifier which uses DATABASE-II. Table 2 shows the number of training and testing images used for the final stage classifier.
Table 2. Number of training set and testing set for final stage classifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of image</th>
<th>No of training set</th>
<th>No of Testing set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignant</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To assess the performance of the proposed system, many computer simulations and experiments with MIAS database images were performed. The performance of the proposed system is carried on 99 normal images and 25 microcalcification images. Among the 25 abnormal images, there are 12 benign and 13 malignant images available. All the images are considered for the classification test. The classification rate obtained using the SNE data sets are shown in Table 3. From the table 3, it is clearly found that all the normal images and malignant images are classified with no error while the abnormal and benign category, over 80 % classification result is achieved. The result obtained from the proposed method is shown in figure 3.

Table 3: Classification results of proposed method based on SNE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mammogram Type</th>
<th>Classification Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>83.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignant</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 3: Result obtained from the proposed method

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the classification of microcalcification in digital mammogram based on SNE and KNN classifier is proposed. The high dimensional data from the ROI image is relatively reduced into low dimensional data set by using the SNE and the reduced data set is used as features to classify the given mammogram images into normal or abnormal as well as benign or malignant. The proposed classification scheme is carried on MIAS database image. Experimental results show that the proposed system achieves 100% classification rate for normal and malignant cases and over 80% classification rate for benign and abnormal cases. Still, the work is going on to get the better result for abnormal and benign cases.
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